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SECTION-C
Note:Long answer type questions. Attempt any three
questions.
3x10=30

5th Sem. / Computer Engg.
Subject : PHP

Q.3 Explain various operators available in PHP.
Time : 3 Hrs.

Q.4 Design a Login Form in PHP.
Q.5 Define a function. Explain various types of
function with example.
Q.6 Explain PHP Conditional Statements.

(a) Encryption
(b) MYSQL

(240)

(4)
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M.M. : 100
SECTION-A

Note:Very Short Answer type questions. Attempt any
15 parts.
(15x2=30)
Q.1 a)

Q.7 Write Short Notes on :-
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What is PHP?

b)

Define Web Browser.

c)

What is the use of print statement?

d)

What is the use of strlen() function in PHP.

e)

Define SQL.

f)

Write the statement used to connect PHP
with MYSQL.

g)

Define Server.

h)

What is use of count() function in PHP?
(1)
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i)

Define Web page.

j)

Write the basic syntax of PHP.

iii) Difference between Radio button and
Check Box Element.
iv) Difference between while & Do-While Loop.

k)

Define variable.
v) How a function is created in PHP.

l)

What is an operator?

m) What is a Password Element?

vi) Write a program to print odd no's upto 30 in
PHP.

n)

Define User defined Function.

vii) How a Button is created in PHP .

o)

Who is the father of PHP.

p)

What is PHP.INI file?

viii) Write a program to find smallest of two
numbers in PHP.

q)

How we write comments in PHP.

ix) Which function is used to check the data
type of a varible? Explain with example.

r)

Write the syntax of for loop.

x) Write a short note on Cookies.
xi) Explain various types of Array inPHP.

SECTION-B

xii) Difference between GET and POST.

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten
parts
10x4=40
Q.2 i)
ii)

What are the rules for naming Variables?

xiv) Explain return Statement.
xv) Explain various data type available in PHP.

Explain IF-else statement.
(2)

xiii) Write short note on PHP Mail.
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